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Figure 2:
Project evaluation criteria, synthesized
from PM literature and practice

Statement of
Research Questions
• What are the ‘logics’ used
by project-based organizations
(PBOs) to evaluate their large
complex projects?
• What are the relationships
between diverse evaluation
logics and project
complexity?

Dynamic

Research Objectives

Research
Methodology
Research Outcomes
• Greater understanding of how
large complex projects are evaluated.
This will be achieved through mapping the
rules, regulations, perspective, approaches,
assumptions, constraints, values, beliefs,
processes and criteria used to evaluate large
complex projects as evaluation logics.

• To explore the logics used
to evaluate large complex projects.
• Expanding the body of project management literature
Evaluation logic can be characterized as
and providing a better understanding of interactions
socially constructed, historical patterns of material
between complexity and evaluation in project
practices, assumptions, values, beliefs, and rules
environments.
by which individuals produce and reproduce their
• Development of an encompassing adaptive
material subsistence, organize time and space, and
framework to evaluate large complex
provide meaning to their social reality.
projects. This framework will assist project
practitioners and key stakeholders
• To investigate the relationships between project
to evaluate their large complex
evaluation logics and dimensions of project complexity.
projects.
I explore both complexity and evaluation constructs
to examine how different project complexity
dimensions, such as structural, directional,
technical and temporal complexity, influence
the evaluation practices, assumptions,
constraints, values, rules,
processes and criteria.

This qualitative research adopts
a social constructivist paradigm,
combined with an inductive strategy. The
qualitative research methods used in this
study are based on multiple case studies and
constructivist grounded theory.
I provided the empirical data of this study
based on the World Bank and DFAT’s publicly
available documents and reports related to eight
international development projects (China,
Brazil, Nigeria, Albany, Indonesia, Fiji, Laos
and Solomon Island). I analyse the reports
using Nvivo10 software, based on a
textual analysis approach and I adopt
constructivist grounded theory
to generate theory from
the data.

Evaluation
Approaches
Collaborative

This project investigates the role and
influence of both human (such as project
management teams, investors, evaluation teams
and other key project stakeholders) and non-human
actors within project environments. The non-human
actors in project environments entail tools, objects,
events, materials, knowledge, software and any other
entities that influence project development.
To address the interaction between human and nonhuman actors, this study will adapt Actor-Network
Theory (ANT) as the sensitizing concept tool of the
research. This theory will be used to consider
the role and influence of non-human actors,
their interactions and relationships with
human actors within the project
environment.
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Figure 1:
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Figure 3:
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